
   

       

  A Little Boost Gift Basket
 

£96.99 £87.29
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
A Little Boost Gift Basket is the perfect healthy treat with a twist,
combining fresh fruit with unique foods for an all new take on the
classic fruit gift basket.

  Details
 
You want more than the average fruit basket, and the Little Boost Gift Basket is just the ticket to bring a fresh twist to the fruit basket concept.
The Little Boost Gift Basket is perfect for the health conscious friend or family member that you think deserves a special little treat. The core
selection of fresh fruit is hand selected to ensure a fresh and fruity experience when the surprise gift is revealed. Sitting alongside is a carefully
curated range of healthy treats from our specialist suppliers all over the UK and Ireland to add that variety and spice we all crave. If you've done
anything continuously for twenty years, you know just how much you learn about your craft during that process. Experience is an unrivalled
tutor, showing us where we went wrong, rewarding our success, and above all, teaching us how to deliver on our customers high expectations
time after time. We think it's a little unspoken truth that fruit baskets can often be a bit underwhelming, as fun as an unexpected gift can be,
and we believe gift baskets can be so much more. We leverage our wide range of premium products to pair the core selection of fresh fruits
with their perfect companion. Delivering perfect fruit baskets is an encompassing process, beginning right when the basket does, by selecting
premium wicker baskets that are sturdy yet flexible, protecting their precious cargo within. Then we fill this wicker wonder with all the yummy
treats that sit alongside the fruity goodness, such as Mediterranean olives, artisan roasted nuts, and even a cheeky bottle of red for those
balmy summer evenings. Bruised fruit is the bane of any good fruit basket, and our fruit baskets undergo many rigours during it's journey, from
the balmy height of summer to the chilly depths of Autumn, we have to be confident our fruit baskets can withstand it all, arriving to their
destination as fresh and as beautiful as they left our door.We know our customers place their trust in us to use our expertise to deliver their
heartfelt sentiments, and with a cargo as delicate as fruit, we don't want to take any risks. That's why our gift basket creation experts leverage
our years of experience to carefully layer our fruit baskets in a protective yet beautiful arrangement, keeping every delicious treat safe and
sound until it's ready to be enjoyed.No matter how carefully you plan the delivery time, things come up, schedules change, and there's always a
chance your delicious fruit basket could be waiting in somebody's designated drop off location, or even returned to the delivery depot to be
sent out again at the next opportunity, which wouldn't be a problem if you'd just ordered some sundries online, but for a surprise fruit basket,
this could spell disaster. This is why we work closely with our chosen couriers and communicate with the customer throughout the entire
delivery process. We won't rest easy until we know the lucky recipient is tucking into their delicious gift, pleased as punch with the unexpected
treat. 

Additional Information
 
Contents Selection of Fruits Swiss Almond Biscotti Biscuit Rhythm 108, 135g Irish ChocolateChip Cookies Kilbeggan

200g SD Bells Tea Bags 80's Chocolate Log Cake Hand decorated, Original Cake.co. Puffed Chocolate Wafer
Mamma Loretti's 15g GNAW Orange Hot Chocolate Stick Chocolate Caramel Cups Deliciously Ella
Excellence Creamy Milk Lindt Chocolate Bar 100g Livia's Chocolate Orange Million Squares GuiltFree
Chocolate Apple Sticks Lismore Food Company 25g Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon Greetings Card for
your Personalised Message Presented in a Large Fabric Lined White Shopper Gift Basket
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